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Abstract: We construct an analytic black hole solution in SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills
theory in five dimensions supporting a Meron field. The gauge field is proportional to
a pure gauge and has a non-trivial topological charge. The would-be singularity at the
Meron core gets shielded from the exterior by the black hole horizon. The metric has
only one integration constant, namely, its ADM mass, which is shown to be finite once an
appropriate boundary term is added to the action. The thermodynamics is also worked out,
and a first-order phase transition, similar to the one occurring in the Reissner-Nordström
case is identified. We also show that the solution produces a spin from isospin effect ,
i.e., even though the theory is constructed out of bosons only, the combined system of a
scalar field and this background may become fermionic. More specifically, we study scalar
excitations in this purely bosonic background and find that the system describes fermionic
degrees of freedom at spatial infinity. Finally, for the asymptotically AdS5 case, we study
its consequences in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
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Introduction

It has long been recognized that topological solitons are key ingredients of the non-perturbative sector of quantum field theories (for reviews see [1, 2]). In some cases, the asymptotic
form of these solitons demand that a spatial rotation must be compensated by a YangMills gauge transformation. This remarkable phenomenon, which usually goes under the
name of Goldhaber-Jackiw-Rebbi-Hasenfratz-’t Hooft effect [3–5] (also known as spin from
isospin effect), implies that a composite of a bosonic field and solitons of this type, can
become fermionic. That is, starting from a purely bosonic theory, fermionic excitations
arise nonetheless. In situations in which the gravitational back-reaction is not negligible,
however, this property of topologically non-trivial solitons has not been thoroughly studied
(see, for instance, [6]). In this article we report the existence of a new spherically symmetric
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1 Introduction

In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, one studies strongly coupled phenomena using well controlled methods of weakly coupled gravitational theories. Thus, whenever
we have a new gravitational tool at our disposal, it is natural to ask what can it do for
the dynamics of strongly interacting matter. Having in mind the gravitational spin from
isospin effect we describe here, we envisage the possibility of using it as a way to describe
fermionic observables in the CFT using only bosonic fields in the bulk.
As a first example, we study the equation of motion for a scalar field isospin doublet
in the Meron black hole background. We show how its asymptotic behavior, near the AdS
boundary, can be recovered from the equation of motion of a free massive two-spinor on
the boundary geometry.
As a second, and stronger argument in favor of the holographic applicability of this new
solution, we study the Fock space of free particle states in the bulk geometry and compare
it with that of the boundary CFT operators, following the approach of [46–49]. We show
that, when expanding the CFT operators in terms of spherical harmonics at the AdS5
boundary (the R × S 3 ), the angular momentum quantum numbers acquire half-integer
values in the presence of the Meron black-hole. Thus, necessarily implying a fermionic
character of such operators when the Meron is turned on.
Also within AdS/CFT, strongly coupled systems on Rn have been the ones most intensively studied; black holes in this case are black branes whose horizons share the topology
of Rn with the boundary theory. The study of black holes with spherical horizons have
received, however, considerably less attention. For example, although black branes in AdS
have been extensively used in the study of holographic superconductors (for a recent review
see [50]), spherical black holes also exhibit the same kind of instability required to describe
superconductors [51]. The new black hole solution found here thus enlarges the set of
systems with spherical symmetry that can be addressed using holography. Moreover, since
the solution we present also exhibits a first-order phase transition, the system could hint
at novel holographic features. Another amusing feature of our black hole solution is that it
1

For related works on Einstein-Yang-Mills black holes see [7–22] and references therein.
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black hole solution for the Einstein-Yang-Mills system1 in which the gauge field is a Meronic
configuration with such solitonic structure.
On flat spaces, Merons (firstly introduced in [23]) can be thought of as building blocks
of instantons, and are relevant configurations when studying confinement [24–29]. However,
they suffer from a problem: they are singular at their core. An interesting feature of the
gravitating Meron found here is that its center lies inside the black hole horizon, preventing
its singular behavior to affect the exterior. Moreover, it also exhibits the spin from isospin
effect.
To obtain the meronic black hole we study analytic, Meron-type solutions of the
Einstein-Yang-Mills field equations, using the hedgehog Ansatz introduced in [30–45]. The
e where A
e is pure gauge. Due to the fact that
Yang-Mills SU(2) gauge potential is A = λA,
in abelian gauge theories these types of potentials are necessarily trivial, the existence of
Merons is a genuine non-abelian feature. Indeed, for λ 6= 0, 1, the Meron configuration has
e A].
e
a non-zero field strength: F = λ(λ − 1)[A,

2

Gravitating Meron gauge field

We consider the SU(2) Einstein-Yang-Mills action in five dimensions with cosmological
constant


Z
1
R − 2Λ
1
5 √
µν
I=
d x −g
+ 2 Tr [F Fµν ] ,
(2.1)
16π
G
e
where R is the Ricci scalar, Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + [Aµ , Aν ] is the field strength of the gauge
field Aµ , G is Newton’s constant, Λ is the cosmological constant and e is the Yang-Mills
coupling. In our conventions c = ~ = 1. Einstein equations are given by
Gµν + Λgµν = 8πG Tµν ,

(2.2)

where Gµν = Rµν − 12 gµν R is the Einstein tensor, and Tµν is the stress-energy tensor of the
Yang-Mills field:


1
1
αβ
αβ
Tµν =
Tr −Fµα Fνβ g + gµν F Fαβ .
(2.3)
4πe2
4
The Yang-Mills equations, on the other hand, read
∇ν F µν + [Aν , F µν ] = 0 ,

(2.4)

where ∇µ is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative.
a t take
The gauge field Aµ = −iAaµ ta and therefore the field-strengh Fµν = −iFµν
a
values on the su(2) algebra, where the ta (a = 1, 2, 3) are Hermitian generators satisfying
1
Tr[ta tb ] = δab .
2

[ta , tb ] = icab tc ,

The action is invariant under gauge transformations of the form
A0µ = U Aµ U −1 − ∂µ U U −1 ,
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U = e−iα

a

ta

∈ SU(2) .

(2.5)
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exhibits a logarithmic dependence in the radial coordinate (see eq. (3.2)). Since the radial
coordinate of AdS5 is dual to the RG scale of the boundary theory, our solution hints a
logarithmic running of the coupling, similar to that found by Klebanov and Strassler [52],
and originally pointed out in [53].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we study SU(2) gauge fields of Merontype on spherically symmetric spacetimes and solve the Yang-Mills equations. Using the
generalized hedgehog ansatz, we find the explicit form of the gauge field and show that it
cannot be continuously “turned off”. In section 3 we turn our attention to the gravitational
part of the system and present a black hole solution of the Einstein equations that supports
the Meron gauge field. We show that the ADM mass can be consistently computed by
noting that, due to the presence of the Meron, the background solution is not Minkowski
space, but the zero mass solution of the black hole spectrum. In section 4 we show how a
gravitating Meron induces a spin from isospin effect, implying that a scalar particle moving
in the meronic black hole background has half-integer angular momentum eigenvalues, and
finalize with envisaging the possibility of using this effect in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence.

2.1

Ansatz

We will consider the usual spherically symmetric ansatz for the five-dimensional space-time
metric:
1
r2
ds2 = −f 2 (r)dt2 + 2 dr2 + dΩ2S 3 ,
(2.6)
f (r)
4
where t stands for the time coordinate, r corresponds to the radial coordinate, and dΩ2S 3
denotes the line element of the unit three-sphere. The group SU(2) is diffeomorphic to S 3 .
Therefore dΩ2S 3 can be written as (see appendix A)
(2.7)

a t corresponds to the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on SU(2),
where dU U −1 = −iωR
a
and whose components satisfy

1
a
b
c
dωR
= abc ωR
∧ ωR
.
2

(2.8)

For the gauge field we will consider Meron-like configurations, i.e., connection oneforms A = Aµ dxµ that are proportional to a pure gauge field [23]. According to (2.5) this
means
A = −λdU U −1 ,
λ 6= 0, 1,
(2.9)
which is equivalent to
a
A = iλωR
ta .

(2.10)

The corresponding curvature two-form is given by F = dA + A ∧ A = 12 Fµν dxµ dxν . For a
gauge field of the form (2.10) it takes the simple form
F =
2.2

λ−1
[A, A] .
2λ

(2.11)

Yang-Mills equations

In the case of a Meron gauge field, Yang-Mills equations (2.4) can be easily solved when
written in terms of forms:
d ∗ F + [A, ∗F ] = 0 ,
(2.12)
where ∗F denotes the Hodge dual of F . In the following, it will prove convenient to define a
set of fünfbeins eA , A = 0, . . . , 4, such that ds2 = ηAB eA eB with ηAB = diag (−, +, +, +, +).
The natural choice is
e0 = f (r)dt ,
1
e1 =
dr ,
f (r)
r a
ea+1 = ωR
.
2

(2.13)

The gauge connection (2.10) can be written in terms of the angular fünfbeins as
A=

2iλ a+1
e ta .
r
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1
dΩ2S 3 = − Tr[dU U −1 ⊗ dU U −1 ] ,
2

Therefore, in the fünfbein basis A = AA eA , the components of the Meron gauge field take
the simple form
2iλ a+1
AA =
δ ta .
(2.15)
r A
Similarly, the curvature two-form (2.11) can be written in terms of the fünfbein basis as
F = 12 FAB eA ∧ eB , with components
4iλ (λ − 1) a b+1 c+1
 bc δA δB ta .
r2
The Hodge dual of F , on the other hand, takes the form
FAB = −

λ=
2.3

1
.
2

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

Generalized hedgehog ansatz

The group element U ∈ SU(2) that corresponds to the Meron gauge potential (2.9) can be
explicitly written using the generalized hedgehog ansatz [30]. It is interesting to note that
such an approach (subsequently worked out in [31–45]) was originally developed to analyze
the Skyrme and Einstein-Skyrme models, but it also works in the case of Yang-Mills and
Einstein-Yang-Mills theories with almost no modifications (as one can see comparing [31,
39] with [6, 45]). This approach is specially designed for situations in which the group
element cannot be deformed continuously to the identity.
In order to write down the ansatz for U , we adopt the standard parametrization for
SU(2) elements:
α
α
a
U (xµ ) = e−iα ta = cos (xµ )I − 2ina ta sin (xµ ) ,
(2.20)
2
2
where I is the 2 × 2 identity and na is a unit vector that can be written in the form
n1 = sinΘcosΦ ,

n2 = sinΘsinΦ ,

n3 = cosΘ .

(2.21)

The generalized hedgehog ansatz corresponds to the following choice for the functions α,
Θ, Φ in terms of Euler variables:
ϕ−ψ
θ
ϕ+ψ
α
ϕ+ψ
,
tan Θ = tan csc
,
cot = sec Θ tan
.
(2.22)
2
2
2
2
2
This leads to the following form for the components of the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan
form on SU(2):
Φ=

1
ωR
= −sinψdθ + cosψ sinθdϕ ,
2
ωR
= cosψdθ + sinψ sinθdϕ ,
3
ωR

(2.23)

= dψ + cosθdϕ ,

0 ≤ ψ < 4π ,

0 ≤ θ < π,
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0 ≤ ϕ < 2π ,

(2.24)
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4iλ (λ − 1)
ta e0 ∧ e1 ∧ ea+1 .
r2
Using (2.13) and (2.17), equation (2.12) reduces to

2iλ (λ − 1)  a
b
c
dωR − λabc ωR
∧ ωR
ta e 0 ∧ e 1 = 0 ,
r
which, due to the Maurer Cartan equation (2.8), is solved for
∗F =−

(2.16)

which clearly satisfy (2.8). Using (2.23), and defining the coordinates xm = {ψ, θ, φ}, the
metric for the three-sphere (2.7) takes the form


1 0 cos θ
1

dΩ2S 3 = hmn dxm dxn , hmn =  0 1
(2.25)
.
4
cos θ 0 1
while the components of the gauge field (2.10) read

(2.26)

where we have also used (2.19), i.e., λ = 1/2.
It is worth emphasizing that the group valued element in eqs. (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22)
(which is the basic building block of the Meron ansatz) is topologically non-trivial as it has
a non-vanishing winding number along the r = const hypersurfaces of the metric (2.6). In
fact, the second Chern number associated with the Meron gauge field (2.26) is given by


Z
Z
h
 i 1
1
2
1
−1 3
C2 = 2
Tr A ∧ dA + A ∧ A ∧ A =
Tr
dU
U
= .
(2.27)
8π S 3
3
48π 2 S 3
2
Hence, the group valued element defined by eqs. (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22) cannot be continuously deformed to the identity.2

3

Black hole solution

As we have expressed the metric on S 3 in the form (2.25), the space-time metric (2.6) takes
the form
ds2 = −f 2 (r)dt2 +


1
r2
2
dr
+
dψ 2 + 2 cos θdψdϕ + dθ2 + dϕ2 .
2
f (r)
4

(3.1)

Using this and (2.26), it is straightforward to check that Einstein equations (2.2) admit an
exact solution with



8M G
1
Λ 2 2
r2
Λ
2
2
f (r) = 1 −
− 2
1 − ` ` + r0 Log 2 − r2 ,
(3.2)
2
3πr
r
6
`
6
where M is an integration constant that will later be identified with the mass of the black
hole, and
!
r
2
3
4Λr
G
0
`2 =
1− 1−
, r02 = 2 .
(3.3)
2Λ
3
2e
2

The integral (2.27) is the Pontryagin index. For Yang-Mills instantons, it defines a topological charge
that takes integer values. Merons, on the other hand, are solutions of Yang-Mills equations with one-half
unit of topological charge [28].
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At = Ar = 0 ,
i
Aψ = t3 ,
2
i
Aθ = (− sin ψ t1 + cos ψ t2 ) ,
2
i
Aϕ = (cos ψ sin θ t1 + sin ψ sin θ t2 + cos θ t3 ) ,
2

The solution exists provided

3.1

Mass

As previously announced, the mass of the black hole solution is precisely the parameter M
in (3.2). Unlike what happens, for instance, with the Reissner-Nordström black hole, this
is the only parameter present in the solution. There is no integration constant associated
with the gauge potential, and therefore there is no way to “turn off” the Yang-Mills field:
the parameter λ in front of the gauge potential (2.9) is uniquely fixed3 by the Yang-Mills
field equations to be λ = 1/2. Therefore, one expects that the vacuum solution of zero
energy needed to properly define the ADM mass of this black hole should not coincide
with the naive vacuum solution in which the gauge potential is vanishing. The following
computations confirm this point of view very clearly.
In the asymptotically flat case (Λ = 0), the ADM mass can be defined, and is given
by [54] (see [55] for a detailed analysis)
Z
1
√
M ADM = limr→∞
γdS n̂i γ jk (∂ k γij − ∂i γjk ) ,
(3.4)
16πG S 3
where n̂ is the radial unit vector, dS stands for surface element on S 3 , γ is the spatial part
of (3.1), i.e.,
γij dxi dxj =


1
r2
2
dr
+
dψ 2 + 2 cos θdψdϕ + dθ2 + dϕ2 ,
2
f (r)
4

and i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. This leads to the following divergent expression for (3.4)


3πr2
1
ADM
M
= lim r→∞
−1 .
8G f 2 (r)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Even though this quantity is infinite, the divergent term does not depend on M . This
means that the mass can be made finite by defining the M = 0 black hole as the vacuum configuration. To do so one defines a new action principle by subtracting the action
evaluated in the vacuum solution to the original one. The resulting mass is
ADM
M ADM − Mvacuum
:= M .
3

If λ was not fixed, it would play a similar role to the electric charge Q appearing as a free parameter in
the ansatz for the electric gauge potential in the electric Reissner-Nordström black hole. In the usual case,
the gauge field solves the Maxwell equations for any value of Q. Thus, in the Reisssner-Nordström black
hole one can continuously turn off Q.

–7–
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2ΛG
≤ 1.
3e2
This condition is met trivially for Λ ≤ 0, whereas for Λ > 0 it implies that the solution
exists only if the coupling of the Yang-Mills field is sufficiently large. The solution is a black
hole, whose horizon is determined by the equation f 2 (r+ ) = 0. Note that ` in eq. (3.3) has
a smooth limit ` → r0 as the cosmological constant vanishes. The parameter M has been
designed so that M = 0 is the smallest possible value for the solution not to have naked
singularities. For M = 0 the horizon is located at its minimum value, which is r+ = `, and
the black hole is extreme, as (f 2 )0 |r+ = 0.

3.2

Thermodynamics

The thermodynamics of the meronic black hole is quite similar to the one of an electrically
charged black hole with cosmological constant [61, 62]. As mentioned above, however, in
the meronic case there is no integration constant analog to the electric charge that could be
varied. There is, therefore, only one thermodynamical extensive parameter: the mass M .
The temperature of the black hole may be computed most easily passing to the Euclidean metric by making the identification t = iτ , so that
ds2 = f 2 (r)dτ 2 +

1
f 2 (r)

dr2 + r2 dΩ2S 3 .

(3.7)

As usual, the coordinate τ must have a well-defined periodicity β for the metric to be
regular. The temperature T = β −1 is given by
T =

(f 2 )0 |r+
,
4π
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An analog argument, along the lines of [56, 57], for example, may be carried out when the
cosmological constant does not vanish. We will not go through that analysis here, however,
the consistency of this definition with the first law of thermodynamics (see next subsection)
it is indeed reassuring.
Note that the M = 0 solution is not to be interpreted as the global vacuum of the
theory. It has been defined as the lowest energy configuration included in the family of
solutions discussed here. It is not characterized by a symmetry enhancement of any sort.
A similar situation is encountered, for example, in three dimensional gravity with negative
cosmological constant. There, the BTZ black hole solution [58, 59] defined as having zero
mass does not correspond to AdS space, which is only recovered when setting the mass
parameter M = −1. The reason for choosing such a definition is that for −1 < M < 0 the
resulting geometries contain a conical naked singularity. There is, however, an important
difference between that case and the meronic black hole: in the latter there is no value
of the mass parameter for which a maximally symmetric solution is recovered. This was
to be expected due to the topological nature of this family of solutions. They have a
non-vanishing Chern invariant (2.27) and therefore cannot be continuously deformed to a
maximally symmetric vacuum with a vanishing Chern invariant. This non-perturbative
property of the meronic solutions can also be seen from the fact that the limit to (A)dS or
Minkowski are obtained in the strong coupling limit of e → ∞.
Finally note, as we discussed above for the asymptotically flat case, that there is an
infinite mass gap between the meronic black hole and the Minkowski vacuum. This should
not be a cause of concern. It is precisely what happens, for instance, between the false
vacuum and the true gravitational dS vacua described by Coleman and De Luccia in [60].
A phase transition to the true vacuum may only occur via bubble nucleation, which starts
on a finite volume and then grows to cover the entire space in an infinite amount of time.
One would expect that the meronic solutions could have been produced as primordial black
holes, and that there should exist a mechanism (thermal or quantum mechanical) that will
make them decay to the true, maximally symmetric, vacuum.

Since the gravitational action we are using here is the Einstein-Hilbert one, the entropy is
S=

1
(horizon’s area) .
4G

We will analyze the case with Λ = 0 first. In that case we can write the mass, temperature,
and the entropy of the black hole in terms of the horizon radius: r+ ,
3π
M=
8G



2
r+

−

r02




2 
r+
r2 − r2
log 2 + 1
, T = + 30,
r0
2πr+


S=

3
π 2 r+
.
2G

(3.9)

dM = T dS .
Of course, the first law determines the mass up to a constant shift. We have adjusted that
shift in (3.2) so that the solutions with M < 0 have naked singularities.
The thermodynamical properties of the black hole solution in this case can be extracted
from figure 1 (a), where a graph of temperature versus r+ is shown. We see that, if the
temperature is larger than
1
Tmax = √
,
3 3πr0
√
there is no black hole solution. If T = Tmax , a unique black hole of radius rmax = 3r0
is formed. If we lower the temperature to the region T ∈ [0, Tmax ], there are two possible
black hole solutions. One with r+ > rmax , and one with r+ < rmax . Note, however,
that black holes of the first kind are thermodynamically unstable, because they have a
negative heat capacity. This can be seen from the graph. Indeed, as the entropy is a
monotonically increasing function of r+ , it is clear that ∂T /∂S is positive for r < rmax
and negative for r > rmax . Therefore, black holes with r+ = rmax are the biggest ones
that are thermodynamically stable. These are also the more massive, because M is also
a monotonically increasing function of r+ for r+ > r0 . If a black hole with r+ > rmax is
formed in a reservoir at temperature T , say, at the point B of figure 1 (a), it will evaporate
until it reaches point A. There, it will stay in thermodynamical equilibrium with the
reservoir. Finally, for T = 0 we have the vacuum solution, with r+ = r0 . Figure 1 (b)
shows the Helmholtz free energy, F = M T − S as a function of T . It clearly shows that
the stable region is the one with lower F , corresponding to a horizon radius of r+ < rmax .
When the cosmological constant is positive, the situation is similar. However, as there
is a cosmological horizon, the mass is also bounded from above as the two horizons merge
into each other. The case of negative cosmological constant is more interesting. In that
case, if the cosmological constant is not too big, there is the possibility of a first-order
phase transition between black hole solutions. In fact, if
|Λ| >

1
,
4r02
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As announced in the previous section, the definition of mass used here satisfies the first
law of black hole thermodynamics,
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<latexit

Tmax
<latexit sha1_base64="epmBwLIDWMvEjg7jnx3vZqjt1Iw=">AAAB93icbZC7TsMwGIUdrqXcwmVjsaiQmKoEIcFYwcJYpN6kJooc122t+hLZDmqI8iwwIWDjPXgB3ga3ZICWM33+z7H0/ydOGNXG876cldW19Y3NylZ1e2d3b989OOxomSpM2lgyqXox0oRRQdqGGkZ6iSKIx4x048ntzO8+EKWpFC2TJSTkaCTokGJk7Chyj1tRHvBYTvPAUJFBjqZFEbk1r+7NBZfBL6EGSjUj9zMYSJxyIgxmSOu+7yUmzJEyFDNSVINUkwThCRqRvkWBONFhPt++gGdDqaAZEzh//87miGud8dhmODJjvejNhv95/dQMr8OciiQ1RGAbsd4wZdBIOCsBDqgi2LDMAsKK2i0hHiOFsLFVVe35/uKxy9C5qPuW7y9rjZuyiAo4AafgHPjgCjTAHWiCNsDgETyDN/DuZM6T8+K8/kRXnPLPEfgj5+Mb80yTQw==</latexit>

B

A

<latexit sha1_base64="EamdvIf+sqKlcHvBElXWoGjnEfM=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="2wqNjx35SZ/QaHbU29mt2tVIWos=">AAAFKXicdVTNThRBEG5wVRz/AI9eJi4khgPZXUz0ZCAa4AAICX/J9kp6empnO/RMD909KunME3jVp/BpvKlXX8TqZWbZXbAPM1VfffV19V9FuRTGtlq/Z2bvNO7euz/3IHj46PGTp/MLi8dGFZrDEVdS6dOIGZAigyMrrITTXANLIwkn0fk7Hz/5BNoIlR3ayxx6KUsy0RecWYQONs7mm63V1nCEN412ZTRJNfbPFhqLNFa8SCGzXDJjuu1WbnuOaSu4hDKgMfQpOAq5EVJlFWAzR62QMYQ0Y5FkNXxYw4c1ktRIUiFbjm6xNK1TmKNM5oPaRXoyFo0d/qSt3cjRCEZeYiry2UqFpI6mRWVjhVlta0f1QFWOdFTijsa1DKoYkYymHGAJA2ZdUtai2w5lmR1wJsPtGs2x8NzvEpM1IrC8NFJfsEglY5+xhOBSnbGHMl5irwZ2KmDHAxoy+MwVribDRdsBwEUxPNRy6Bng3lmlTLNIcDeKlkEQLE+OXWFCVEIhZaZCywEdnwYuym675/8a+q7Z9oWMxyO4ikeQiOx6Tty/COQtfACsFtAaK2+CkMdlt4OCfc34aP9CFBpzOjeTMGttOutjZzovvLbXvEZhIGf8nCXg/GFYpaSZkt70AhoM1yK3bqV05fBI3GZZluEkdeM/1A1Ppe8BX4+GXZznQw6aWYV3ziR4ev4zXksXzYylYHpu+N7LcLmvdIhnHA79ibpZasxlGiHHr8BMxzx4W6xb2P6bnhNZXljIOFIw1i9kaFXo20YYC40XSl6iwXBB+NZDPsCrxS02lwC7SHu6Z9w0jjurbbQPXjXX31b9ZI48Jy/IS9Imr8k62Sb75IhwAuQr+Ua+N340fjZ+Nf5cUWdnqpxnZGI0/v4DbiTGgA==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="UXoWT2FB8IOXz0oWeiFBFDQ5bWM=">AAAB4nicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIugy6MZlAnlBMoSeTiVp0vOgu0YIQ35AV6Lu/CR/wL+xE2ehiXd1uu5tqFtBoqQh1/1yChubW9s7xd3S3v7B4VH5+KRt4lQLbIlYxbobcINKRtgiSQq7iUYeBgo7wfR+4XceURsZR02aJeiHfBzJkRSc7KjRHJQrbtVdiq2Dl0MFctUH5c/+MBZpiBEJxY3peW5CfsY1SaFwXuqnBhMupnyMPYsRD9H42XLRObsYxZrRBNny/Tub8dCYWRjYTMhpYla9xfA/r5fS6NbPZJSkhJGwEeuNUsUoZou+bCg1ClIzC1xoabdkYsI1F2SvUrL1vdWy69C+qnqWG9eV2l1+iCKcwTlcggc3UIMHqEMLBCA8wxu8O0PnyXlxXn+iBSf/cwp/5Hx8A6WDim0=</latexit>
<latexit

r+ > r

T < Tmax

<latexit sha1_base64="LU5k7MRVzfDruLfEhzAGHOR4uiA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zV2TW2WThV7D6+wRLhkI3oIJ9dw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bhEDLnI7eZ6GiefoSsNV3Fwcing=">AAAB4nicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIujCRdCNywTMA5Ih9HRqkiY9D7prhBDyA7oSdecn+QP+jZ04C028q9N1b0PdClIlDbnul1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLZNkWmBTJCrRnYAbVDLGJklS2Ek18ihQ2A7Gd3O//YjayCR+oEmKfsSHsQyl4GRHjZt+ueJW3YXYKng5VCBXvV/+7A0SkUUYk1DcmK7npuRPuSYpFM5KvcxgysWYD7FrMeYRGn+6WHTGzsJEMxohW7x/Z6c8MmYSBTYTcRqZZW8+/M/rZhRe+1MZpxlhLGzEemGmGCVs3pcNpEZBamKBCy3tlkyMuOaC7FVKtr63XHYVWhdVz3LjslK7zQ9RhBM4hXPw4ApqcA91aIIAhGd4g3dn4Dw5L87rT7Tg5H+O4Y+cj2+Bs4pV</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="epmBwLIDWMvEjg7jnx3vZqjt1Iw=">AAAB93icbZC7TsMwGIUdrqXcwmVjsaiQmKoEIcFYwcJYpN6kJooc122t+hLZDmqI8iwwIWDjPXgB3ga3ZICWM33+z7H0/ydOGNXG876cldW19Y3NylZ1e2d3b989OOxomSpM2lgyqXox0oRRQdqGGkZ6iSKIx4x048ntzO8+EKWpFC2TJSTkaCTokGJk7Chyj1tRHvBYTvPAUJFBjqZFEbk1r+7NBZfBL6EGSjUj9zMYSJxyIgxmSOu+7yUmzJEyFDNSVINUkwThCRqRvkWBONFhPt++gGdDqaAZEzh//87miGud8dhmODJjvejNhv95/dQMr8OciiQ1RGAbsd4wZdBIOCsBDqgi2LDMAsKK2i0hHiOFsLFVVe35/uKxy9C5qPuW7y9rjZuyiAo4AafgHPjgCjTAHWiCNsDgETyDN/DuZM6T8+K8/kRXnPLPEfgj5+Mb80yTQw==</latexit>

Tmax
<latexit sha1_base64="epmBwLIDWMvEjg7jnx3vZqjt1Iw=">AAAB93icbZC7TsMwGIUdrqXcwmVjsaiQmKoEIcFYwcJYpN6kJooc122t+hLZDmqI8iwwIWDjPXgB3ga3ZICWM33+z7H0/ydOGNXG876cldW19Y3NylZ1e2d3b989OOxomSpM2lgyqXox0oRRQdqGGkZ6iSKIx4x048ntzO8+EKWpFC2TJSTkaCTokGJk7Chyj1tRHvBYTvPAUJFBjqZFEbk1r+7NBZfBL6EGSjUj9zMYSJxyIgxmSOu+7yUmzJEyFDNSVINUkwThCRqRvkWBONFhPt++gGdDqaAZEzh//87miGud8dhmODJjvejNhv95/dQMr8OciiQ1RGAbsd4wZdBIOCsBDqgi2LDMAsKK2i0hHiOFsLFVVe35/uKxy9C5qPuW7y9rjZuyiAo4AafgHPjgCjTAHWiCNsDgETyDN/DuZM6T8+K8/kRXnPLPEfgj5+Mb80yTQw==</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="JlMbWXVMDtFDDQXuyGJbrqRnRnQ=">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</latexit>
<latexit

r0
<latexit sha1_base64="dHjrj0/0UlQX6sHpT5XBqnaPATQ=">AAAB5nicbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRNBl0Y3LCk5baIeSSe90QjM/JBmhDH0FXYm684F8Ad/GtM5CW8/qyz0ncM8NMim0cZwvUllb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/qh0cdneaKo8dTmapewDRKkaBnhJHYyxSyOJDYDSa3c7/7iEqLNHkw0wz9mI0TEQrOjB15alg4s2G94TSdhegquCU0oFR7WP8cjFKex5gYLpnWfdfJjF8wZQSXOKsNco0Z4xM2xr7FhMWo/WKx7IyehamiJkK6eP/OFizWehoHNhMzE+llbz78z+vnJrz2C5FkucGE24j1wlxSk9J5ZzoSCrmRUwuMK2G3pDxiinFjL1Oz9d3lsqvQuWi6lu8vG62b8hBVOIFTOAcXrqAFd9AGDzgIeIY3eCcReSIv5PUnWiHln2P4I/LxDbF1jDo=</latexit>

r+

rmax

r+ < r

<latexit sha1_base64="0TeRpwT+pRQ7yuw+QZYs28fsiDA=">AAAB5HicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YgCEKYEUGXQTcuI5oHJCH0dGqSJj0PumuEMOQPdCXqzi/yB/wbO3EWmnhXp+vehrrlJ0oact0vp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJk61wIaIVazbPjeoZIQNkqSwnWjkoa+w5Y9vZn7rEbWRcfRAkwR7IR9GMpCCkx3d6/5Zv1xxq+5cbBm8HCqQq94vf3YHsUhDjEgobkzHcxPqZVyTFAqnpW5qMOFizIfYsRjxEE0vm686ZSdBrBmNkM3fv7MZD42ZhL7NhJxGZtGbDf/zOikFV71MRklKGAkbsV6QKkYxmzVmA6lRkJpY4EJLuyUTI665IHuXkq3vLZZdhuZ51bN8d1GpXeeHKMIRHMMpeHAJNbiFOjRAwBCe4Q3encB5cl6c159owcn/HMIfOR/f60OLKQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cy3D62hsB2mA8V6xNRPgWruHfWA=">AAAB93icbZC7TsMwGIWdcivlFi4bi0WFxFQlCAnGChbGItGL1ESR47qtVV8i20ENUZ4FJgRsvAcvwNvglgzQcqbP/zmW/v/ECaPaeN6XU1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfc/YOOlqnCpI0lk6oXI00YFaRtqGGklyiCeMxIN57czPzuA1GaSnFvsoSEHI0EHVKMjB1F7pGK8oDHcpoHhooMcjQtisitew1vLrgMfgl1UKoVuZ/BQOKUE2EwQ1r3fS8xYY6UoZiRohakmiQIT9CI9C0KxIkO8/n2BTwdSgXNmMD5+3c2R1zrjMc2w5EZ60VvNvzP66dmeBXmVCSpIQLbiPWGKYNGwlkJcEAVwYZlFhBW1G4J8RgphI2tqmbP9xePXYbOecO3fHdRb16XRVTBMTgBZ8AHl6AJbkELtAEGj+AZvIF3J3OenBfn9Sdacco/h+CPnI9vIlmTYQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SteQgCGx0V/Ht5nwh8M9Za6Q8/4=">AAAFQnicdVTNbhMxEHZLgBL+2nJB4rIirYSKVGVTJEDi0ArU9tCWIvVPyobI651srHrXW9sLjazlabjCU/ASvAI3xJUD43Q3TdLiw+7MNzPfjD32hJng2jSbP2dmb9Ru3ro9d6d+9979Bw/nFxaPtMwVg0MmhVQnIdUgeAqHhhsBJ5kCmoQCjsPTt85+/AmU5jI9MIMMOgmNU97jjBqEuvOPVff5G9W1QRLKcxsYng68hJ4XRXe+0VxtDpd3VfBLoUHKtd9dqC0GkWR5Aqlhgmrd9puZ6ViqDGcCinoQQS8AG0CmuZBpCZjUZRUReEFKQ0Er+KCCDyokrpC4RLZssEWTpAqhNqAi61cqusdj1sjiT5hKDW0QwkiLdencXSmRBE8kL2WsMK1kZQPVl6UibCDwqKOKBlk0j0cp+1hCnxobFxXptkVaavqMCm+7QjMsPHOnREWF8LBqSChF5CKWEFyqIvaQxlHsVcBOCew4QEEKn5nE3aS4adMHOMuH3S6GmgbmlNWAKhpyZkfWol6vL0+uXa49ZEIiqadMy/VgPA2cFW2/4/4Kerbhu0LG7SFc2EOIeXqZE88vBHGNPwBWCyiNlTfhkEVFu4WEPUXZ6Pw8JBpTWleDMGptOupjazrOu5TXHEeuIaPslMZgXTOMlEJPUW86AgWaKZ4Zu1LYYtgSu1kUhTfpuvEf1w3nGrwDfD0KdjHP+wwUNRLvnI6xe+4zXksbxZQmoDt2OAgKb7knlYc99ob6RN000XqQhOjjdqCnbQ68ztbOTe9Vx/I0yw2kDF3Q1suFZ6Tn5okXcYUXSgxQoLghfOse6+PVYganTh2niD89M64KR61VH+UPLxrrr8t5MkeekKfkGfHJS7JOtsk+OSSMfCFfyTfyvfaj9qv2u/bnwnV2pox5RCZW7e8/vrPQ4g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="olfMXz1Gqiv68/gRK0Ls2UAdmuY=">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</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="HV0mBWPdNt2BmPkFfatAd62QsxM=">AAAFK3icdVTNbhMxEHZLgBL+2nLksiKtVHqokrQSHFuB2h7aUkT/pDhUXu9kY9W73tpeILL2EbjCU/A0nEBceQ/G6W6apMWH3Zlvvvk8/pswk8LYZvPXzOyd2t179+ce1B8+evzk6fzC4olRueZwzJVU+ixkBqRI4dgKK+Es08CSUMJpePHGx08/gTZCpUd2kEE3YXEqeoIzi9CHFfbyfL7RXGsOR3DTaJVGg5Tj8HyhtkgjxfMEUsslM6bTama265i2gkso6jSCHgVHITNCqrQEbOqoFTKCgKYslKyCjyr4qELiColLZMfRHZYkVQpzlMmsX7lIj8eikcOftJUbOhrCyItNST5fLZH

Figure 1 F gure (a) s a graph of the temperature of the b ack ho e so ut on as a funct on of the
hor zon rad us r+ n the case of van sh ng cosmo og ca constant Λ = 0 The so ut on w th r+ = r0
s the sma est poss b e b ack ho e t corresponds to the vacuum so ut on M = 0 and has T = 0
For T ∈ 0 Tmax there are two poss b e b ack ho es name y po nts A and B dep cted n the figure
but on y the one w th sma est rad us s thermodynam ca y stab e For T > Tmax there are no b ack
ho e so ut ons F gure (b) s a graph of the He mho tz free energy F as a funct on of T c ear y
show ng the unstab e reg on versus the stab e one

the graph of temperature versus the horizon radius, analog to figure 1 (a) is monotonically
increasing, there is no maximal temperature, and all solutions are thermodynamically
stable. If, on the contrary,
1
|Λ| < 2 ,
4r0
then T (r+ ) has two extremal points: r+ = r1 and r+ = r2 , as it can be seen in figure 2
(a). The region between those point is thermodynamically unstable, and therefore it has
negative heat capacity.
For small temperatures the system has only one value for r+ . When the temperature
is raised to the region T ∈ [T1 , T2 ], the system has three possible values for r+ . For
T ∈ [T1 , T0 ], the smallest value of r+ is the one that minimizes the Helmholtz free energy,
as it can be seen in figure 1 (b), and therefore that is the value that the system will choose.
When T = T0 is reached, the black hole performs a first-order phase transition from point
A to point B of figure 1 (a). This is because at that temperature the two stable branches
of the Helmholtz free energy intersect each other, and from that point on, the branch with
bigger values of r+ minimizes the free energy. The discontinuity in the slope, as one passes
from one branch to the other, is precisely the discontinuity in the entropy characterizing a
first-order transition.

4

Spin from isospin effect and gravitating Merons

In this section we will describe the spin from isospin effect induced on the system of a
scalar particle moving in the Meron black hole background.
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(a)

F
<latexit sha1_base64="gl+K0cOdsbhnj5tuI30xqzWsTbo=">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</latexit>
<latexit

T
<latexit sha1_base64="Vl+VY5atNUA2f8OdTQgeDDxJmTc=">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</latexit>
<latexit

T2
<latexit sha1_base64="Su2F/QyfqSZsoE3H/BQbNP17WrM=">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</latexit>

T0
<latexit sha1_base64="O4/e37ty5tb4j1uj9gwj58ZuWpg=">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</latexit>

T1
<latexit sha1_base64="Er3tc99zcCzJ3YWC9qwljBsCiAc=">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</latexit>

r2 r

<latexit sha1_base64="SXKyb395QwEzQN+pOi6pGuC5ryU=">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</latexit>

r1

r

<latexit sha1_base64="+n5Ee6ZEwS+ZGJcV/F5rF8WKtpE=">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</latexit>

r+

<latexit sha1_base64="Ka

T1 T0
<latexit sha1_base64="Er3tc99zcCzJ3YWC9qwljBsCiAc=">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</latexit>

T2

T
<latexit sha1_base64="Vl+VY5atNUA2f8OdTQgeDDxJmTc=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Su2F/QyfqSZsoE3H/BQbNP17WrM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2 F gure (a) s a graph of the temperature of the b ack ho e so ut on as a funct on of the
hor zon rad us r+ n the case of negat ve cosmo og ca constant w th Λ < 4r12 Aga n the so ut on
0
w th T = 0 s the sma est poss b e b ack ho e and t corresponds to the vacuum so ut on M = 0
As one ncreases the temperature when T = T0 there s a first-order phase trans t on from A to B
F gure (b) shows the three branches of the graph of He mho tz free energy F as a funct on of T The
dashed nes show thermodynam ca y unstab e branches As one ncreases the temperature the
system goes a ong the path of m n ma He mho tz free energy (arrows n figure (b)) The free energy
s cont nuous at T0 but ts der vat ve the entropy s not show ng that th s s a first-order trans t on

Before considering the case of a gravitating Meron, we will briefly review the standard
effect in flat space for ‘t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles found in [3–5], where a fermionic
excitation arises as a “bound” system of two bosons: a scalar particle and the monopole.
After this, we will move on to the meronic analog of the spin from isospin effect, where
the Meron plays the role of the monopole. It is very important to emphasize that, in this
case, the effect is only possible if the Meron is coupled to gravity (as Merons in flat space
are known to be singular [23, 25]), which is the reason why we refer to it as a gravitationa
spin from isospin effect. Moreover, the singularity of the Meron at r = 0 is covered by the
horizon and thus shielded from the exterior by it. This is a very welcome feature since,
otherwise, one would need to regularize such singularity, as it is the case in flat space [25].
Also, when Yang-Mills theory is coupled to General Relativity, the total mass of the system
has to be computed with the ADM formalism (as described in the previous subsection),
and the result turns out to be finite. These facts are basically the reason why the spin from
isospin effect that we will describe in subsection 4.2 is a genuine feature of the gravitational
interaction.
Finally, in the last part of this section we entertain the possibility of a holographic
realization of this effect, namely, that it should be possible to compute fermionic observables
in the boundary CFT from a purely bosonic theory in the bulk.
4.1

Spin from isospin in flat space

The idea that the composite of two bosons can become a fermion dates back a long
time [63, 64] (see also [65]). Basically one notes that the total angular momentum of an
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electric charge in the presence of a magnetic monopole, even in the non-relativistic limit,
must include the contribution from the angular momentum stored in the electromagnetic
field. Moreover, because of Dirac’s quantization condition, this effect contributes with halfinteger multiples of ~, so the quantum mechanical system describing the charge/monopole
bound state becomes a fermion.
Consider now the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole
xa f (vr)
,
r2
aij xj g(vr)
Aai =
,
r2
Aa0 = 0 ,
Φa =

where f (x) = x coth(x) − 1, and g(x) = 1 − x csch(x). Note that this is a four-dimensional
example, spatial indices i, j in this case run from 1 to 3. The key observation is that this
solution does not transform as a vector under spatial rotations nor under global SU(2)
transformations, but it does transform correctly under the combination
Ja = aij xi pj + ta ,

(4.2)

where pi is the canonical conjugate to xi .
Now consider a non-relativistic spin 0 particle represented by the state |ψa i, where a
is an internal isospin index transforming under some irreducible representation of SU(2),
interacting with the monopole background (4.1). Its evolution will be described by a
Schrödinger equation i∂t |ψi = H|ψi where H is the Hamiltonian for such particle in the
background (4.1). Since this background transforms as a vector under the su(2) generator (4.2), we get
[Ja , H] = 0 .
Thus, we can diagonalize the Hamiltonian using the eigenstates generated by J a . Therefore,
since the state representing the monopole, say, |M i and the spinless particle |ψa i are
both, independently, multiplets of SU(2), one can think of this scalar-monopole “bound
eigenstate”|M i ⊗ |ψa i of H as a state with total angular momentum J a [4]. If the spinless
particle |ψa i is in a half-integer representation of the internal SU(2) group, then the bound
state acquires half-integer spin quantum numbers and, by the spin-statistics connection,
it effectively becomes a fermion [5]. Moreover, Hasenfratz and t’ Hooft [4] also showed
that in the classical limit, the angular momentum stored in the Yang-Mills field above is
precisely given by the ta contribution in (4.2).
4.2

Gravitational spin from isospin

Consider a complex scalar (multiplet) field Φ in the black hole (2.6) and Meron Yang-Mills
background (2.26). Its action reads
Z
i
√ h
1
(4.3)
Sscalar = −
d5 x −g (Dµ Φ)† Dµ Φ + m2 |Φ|2 ,
2
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(4.1)

where Dµ ≡ ∂µ + Aµ , and Φ is in the fundamental representation of SU(2). Following the
logic of [4], let us now imagine quantizing this scalar field around the classical background
of the black hole and Meron field. In other words, defining
qu
Aµ = Acl
µ + Aµ ,

(4.4)

Φ = Φqu ,

H=−

1 ij
γ (∇i + Ai ) (∇j + Aj ) ,
2m

i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 .

(4.5)

where γ ij is the inverse of the spatial metric (3.5), and Ai is given by the spatial components
of (2.26). Note that the Ai ’s, and hence H, are matrix-valued operators. For simplicity, let
us consider the asymptotically flat case Λ = 0. The Hamiltonian has the asymptotic form
Hasymp = −

1 2
1
∂r −
hmn Dm Dn ,
2m
2mr2

(4.6)

where hmn denotes the inverse of the metric on the S 3 defined in eq. (2.25). In order to
simplify some calculations, it will prove useful to express the unit three-sphere in terms of
cartesian coordinates X M , M = 1, 2, 3, 4 such that δM N X M X N = 1. In these coordinates
the metric on S 3 is hM N = δM N , and the usual angular momentum operator in four spatial
dimensions can be simply expressed as
LM N = −i(xM ∂N − xN ∂M ) .

(4.7)

It is easy to see that this operator does not commute with the Hamiltonian (4.6). Since partial derivatives transform trivially as vectors under rotations, r2 is rotationally invariant,
and in this basis hM N is constant (see appendix C), looking at (4.6) we see that problem
stems from the fact that the gauge connection A does not transform as a vector under
rotations generated by (4.7). Hence, since LM N is not a conserved quantity, its eigenvalues
are not useful to label quantum states. However, the operator
JM N ≡ L M N + TM N ,

(4.8)

does commute with this Hamiltonian provided Tab ≡ cab tc and T4a ≡ ta (recall that the
indices a, b, c run from 1 to 3). Thus, it is Jij that should be identified with the true
angular momentum of the system, and not Lij . This can be seen as follows: expressing the
right invariant Maurer-Cartan form (2.23) in the coordinates X M , the Meron field (2.26)
takes the form (see appendix C)
A = AM dX M = Aa dX a + A4 dX 4 ,
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and by only considering the quantum fluctuations Φqu (i.e. neglecting Aqu
µ ), one would be
quantizing the system in the one-soliton sector of the Hilbert space. That is, our excitations
correspond to those of the bound-state formed by the scalar and the Meron background.
In the non-relativistic limit, the interaction of this spinless particle (with internal
isospin indices) with such background is described by a Hamiltonian of the form

where4


Aa = i X 4 ta − cab X b tc ,

A4 = −iXa ta .

(4.10)

Using this one obtains
[JM N , AR ] = i (δM R AN − δN R AM ) .

(4.11)

Hence, AM rotates as a vector under the action of JM N , and therefore, so does DM . Since
the asymptotic hamiltonian (4.6) is quadratic in DM , this yields
(4.12)

as promised.
This analysis can be easily generalized to the asymptotically (A)dS case. In fact, in
3
2
the presence of cosmological constant, the first term in (4.6) must be replaced by Λmr
2 ∂r ,
2
which is rotationally invariant as it only depends on r . The second term in (4.6) remains
unmodified and the operators (4.7) continue to generate the Lorentz subgroup of the full
asymptotic symmetry group. As the Meron has support only on S 3 , eq. (4.10) also remains
unchanged, showing that (4.12) holds when Λ 6= 0.
The operator LM N can be divided into two sets of angular momenta that satisfy the
su(2) algebra (for details see appendix B)
bc bc
L±
a = a L ± L4a ,




±
c
±
L±
a , Lb = i ab Lc .

(4.13)

In the same way, the total angular momentum JM N can be divided into two sets of su(2)
generators, that have the form
Ja+ = L+
a + ta ,

Ja− = L−
a .

(4.14)

The form of J + resembles the shift in (4.2) and produces the spin from isospin effect.
Thus, in the same way detailed in subsection 4.1, the bound system of a spinless particle in
the background of this meronic black hole can acquire half-integer spin quantum numbers,
hence, effectively, becoming a fermion.
It is also instructive to study the Klein-Gordon equation for a scalar field in this
background:

 + ∇µ Aµ + 2Aµ ∇µ + Aµ Aµ − m2 Φ = 0 .
(4.15)
After using (2.6) and (2.26), eq. (4.15) becomes



1  ~ ~ + ~ ~
2
 − 2 4t · L + t · t − m Φ = 0,
r

4

(4.16)

Even though indices a, b = 1, 2, 3 have so far been used as group indices, in (4.10) they denote spatial
indices. This identification between the group manifold and spatial three-sphere is a common ingredient
when studying the spin from isospin effect [3].
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[Hasymp , JM N ] = 0 ,

~ + = (L+ , L+ , L+ ) is the right angular momentum operator
where ~t = (t1 , t2 , t3 ) and L
1
2
3
defined in (4.13) (for details see appendix A),


cos ψ
+
L1 = i cos ψ cot θ∂ψ + sin ψ∂θ −
∂ϕ ,
sin θ


sin ψ
+
L2 = i sin ψ cot θ∂ψ − cos ψ∂θ −
∂ϕ ,
(4.17)
sin θ
L+
3 = −i∂ψ .
The d’Alembertian on the black hole background (3.7) has the form

1 2
1
1
∂t + 3 ∂r r 3 f 2 ∂r − 2 L2 .
2
f
r
r

(4.18)

Here L2 denotes the square of the four-dimensional angular momentum (4.7) (see eq. (B.6)
in appendix B). Using this and eq. (4.14), the equation of motion for the scalar field takes
the form




1 2
1
1
3 2
2
2
~
~
− 2 ∂t + 3 ∂r r f ∂r − 2 J − t · t − m Φ = 0 ,
(4.19)
f
r
r
2

2

where J 2 ≡ 12 JM N J M N = 2 (J + ) + 2 (J − ) is the square of the total angular momen
tum (4.8). Note that the term J 2 − ~t · ~t in eq. (4.19) is similar to the one found in [66],
where the scattering of a scalar particle off a magnetic monopole was studied.
Now we can consider modes of the form
`
Φ`m1 m2 = e−iωt Dm
(ψ, ϕ, θ)r−1 φ(r) ,
1 m2

(4.20)

`
where Dm
(ψ, ϕ, θ) stands for the Wigner D-functions [67] (see eq. (A.13) in appendix A),
1 m2
which are the higher-dimensional generalization of the standard spherical harmonics [68].
The shift in L+ → J + produces half-integer shift in the angular momentum eigenvalues of
the modes Φ`mn given by (see eq. (B.8) in appendix B),


1
`
`
J34 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) = m1 − m2 +
Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) ,
1 m2
2


(4.21)
1
`
`
J12 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) = m1 + m2 +
Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) .
2

As the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum JM N are given by half-integer multiples
of ~, the scalar field Φ effectively becomes fermionic.
4.3

Holography

The gauge/gravity duality states that any theory of quantum gravity that asymptotically
approaches AdSd+1 space-time is dual to a flat d-dimensional conformal field theory on the
boundary of AdS. The AdS/CFT dictionary can be used to relate, in principle, all physical
observables of the gravitational theory to those of the CFT.5 Because of the strong/weak
5

Although it is not yet clear how the boundary theory precisely reproduces the degrees of freedom of
the black hole interior (see [69] for a recent review on the subject), this will not bother us here since we are
dealing with fields in the exterior of the black hole only.
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=−

ds2 ∼


r2
−dt2 + L2 hmn dxm dxn ,
2
L

(4.22)

which defines the metric of the conformal boundary, with topology R × S 3 . Consider now
the expansion of the scalar field Φ near the spatial boundary (r → ∞). We look for an
Ansatz of the form (see, e.g., [71, 72])


1 (2)
−∆
(0)
Φ(r, x) = r
ϕ (x) + 2 ϕ (x) + · · ·
(4.23)
r
where x are the coordinates of the fields that “live” on the boundary of AdS5 . Since this
boundary has the topology R × S 3 , we use x = (t, Ω) where Ω collectively refers to the
three angular coordinates on the 3-sphere (see equations (2.24) and (2.25)). Inserting the
asymptotic expansion (4.23) into the scalar wave equation (4.19) one obtains (at leading
order in the large r expansion)
∆(∆ − 4) − m2 L2 = 0 .
6

(4.24)

However, as noted in [70], depending on how the radial slices are chosen as one approaches the boundary
of (Euclidean) AdSd+1 , one could also have the boundary theory defined on other spacetimes such as S d ,
Rd , Hd , and Hd−1 × R.
7
We note that this boundary effect is not restricted to the asymptotically AdS case only, but also for
asymptotically dS and Minskowski. This could have interesting applications in cosmology (dS) and also in
the recent developments of amplitudes on the celestial sphere.
8
The converse case, i.e., finding the gravitational dual of the usual flat space spin from isospin effect, is
also an interesting question which we leave for future work.
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nature of the correspondence, the description of strongly correlated observables in terms
of weakly interacting fields in the gravitational bulk is one of the most useful (and widely
studied) aspects of the duality.
In the presence of black holes, the bulk partition function is dual to the thermal
partition function of the theory on the boundary, where the Hawking temperature of the
black hole corresponds to the temperature of a thermal state in the dual theory. For
horizons with spherical topology (such as the one studied here), the dual N = 4 super
Yang-Mills theory is naturally defined on S d−1 × R space-time.6 Since we now have a new
black hole solution at our disposal, a natural question is: what can it do for the dynamics
of strongly correlated systems?
In this section we argue that the “gravitational” spin from isospin effect described
in the previous section has the interesting property of describing fermionic observables in
the boundary of the spacetime,7 even though the bulk theory is purely bosonic.8 We will
provide supporting evidence that the composite system of a scalar field and the Meron black
hole is dual to a fermionic operator in the boundary CFT. Moreover, we also conjecture
that this corresponds to a double trace CFT operator.
The first argument is that scalar excitations, in the presence of the Meron black hole,
manifest themselves as fermionic degrees of freedom at the AdS boundary. This stems
from the fact that the total angular momentum (4.8) has half-integer quantum numbers.
However, there is a more direct way to see this. For our black hole solution (3.2) with
Λ ≡ −6/L2 < 0, the metric is asymptotically AdS5 and, as r → ∞, we get

This is the standard relation between the mass of the scalar field in five dimensions and
∆, which is interpreted as the conformal dimension of the scalar CFT operator dual to Φ.
The subleading term yields


1
4(1 − ∆) (2)
2
2
~
~
−∂t − 2 (J − t · t) ϕ(0) (t, Ω) =
ϕ (t, Ω) .
(4.25)
L
L4

where ∇m is the covariant derivative with respect to the affine connection on S 3 , and Am
denotes the angular components of the Meron gauge field (2.26).9 Due to the topological nature of our Meron Aµ (which extends all the way to infinity), and because we are
studying the scalar field in the probe limit, one can consider the Meron as an external field
which couples to the boundary degrees of freedom of the scalar (isospin doublet) Φ.
Now we will see that equation (4.26) can actually be reinterpreted as describing
fermionic degrees of freedom. In order to do this, let us consider a Majorana fermion
in the chiral representation,
!
Ψ=

ψ
−iσ2 ψ ∗

,

(4.27)

defined on R × S 3 (see for instance, [75–77]). This, in turn, can be described in terms of
the two-spinor ψ satisfying a massive Weyl equation (see appendix D). Adding a source
term ρψ for ψ, the equation becomes
a
∗
∂ t ψ − em
a σ (∂m + Γm ) ψ + µ σ2 ψ = −ρψ ,

(4.28)

where σ a are the Pauli matrices, em
a denote the inverse dreibein associated to the metric (2.25), and Γm is the spin connection on S 3 . If we consider the corresponding KleinGordon equation for the two-spinor ψ (see eq. (D.10)), one obtains


−∂t2


1 mn
3
2
+ 2 h (∇m + Γm ) (∂n + Γn ) +
− µ ψ = −ρ .
L
2L2

(4.29)

where the right hand side of eq. (4.29) can be written in terms of ρψ and its derivatives,
but the explicit form is not important here. Notice that equation (4.29) does not make
any reference to a gauge field coupling. Nevertheless, using eqs. (D.6) and (D.7), it is
9

Equation (4.26) also appears in the description of scalar fields with generalized Wentzell boundary
conditions [73, 74].
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In the absence of the Meron, J 2 = L2 = −∇2S 3 and ~t = 0, thus ϕ(0) would represent a massless scalar field in four spacetime dimensions moving on a 3-sphere coupled to the source
ϕ(2) (t, Ω). Turning on the Meron gauge field in the bulk, however, yields equation (4.25)
with the total angular momentum J acquiring an extra term (see (4.8)) due to the coupling
between the isospin indices of Φ and the Meron. We can re-write the equation above as


1 mn
4(1 − ∆) (2)
2
−∂t + 2 h (∇m + Am ) (∂n + An ) ϕ(0) =
ϕ ,
(4.26)
L
L4

straightforward to see that, on S 3 , the components of the spin connection Γm match the
angular components of the Meron gauge field (2.10) (for λ = 1/2)
i a
Γm dxm = ωR
σa = Am dxm .
4

(4.30)

A stronger argument in support of this idea is the following. The GKPW dictionary [46,
80] states that the asymptotic value of Φ(x, r) at the AdS boundary (r → ∞) acts as the
source for a scalar operator in the CFT. Since Φ is a bulk scalar, its asymptotic value is dual
to a scalar operator Oa in the 4-dimensional CFT [46, 80]. Near the boundary (r → ∞)
the scalar field behaves as given in (4.23). It is standard to regard ϕ(0) as the source
for the operators Oa of the CFT, which in turn yields ϕ(2) to be directly proportional
to their vacuum expectation value hOa i. From (4.19) it is easy to see that, at leading
order, the asymptotic behavior of the scalar field near the boundary is insensitive to the
presence of the gauge field Aµ . This is simply because the term that accompanies L2 in
the Klein-Gordon equation, which gets modified as
L2 → J 2 − ~t · ~t ,

is subleading in the large r expansion. Thus, one may wonder in what sense the “spin
from isospin” effect modifies the CFT observables. It has, however, an immediate effect.
In order to see this, it is useful to use the identification between two Fock spaces: the space
of (spinless) free particle states in AdS and the space of states in the CFT [46–49] (see
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Thus, (4.29) is on-shell equivalent to (4.26) when ψ is identified with ϕ(0) , the source term ρ
is identified with 4(1−∆)
ϕ(2) , and the mass of the Majorana fermion is fixed to µ2 = 3/2L2 .
L4
This means that the original scalar excitations of an isospin doublet Φ, coupled to the
Meron gauge field through its isospin indices, can be reinterpreted as a two-spinor ψ with
fixed mass, coupled to the geometry of the AdS5 conformal boundary and satisfying (4.29).
Hence, knowing a solution of (4.26), allows us to construct a Majorana spinor at the
boundary by means of (4.27) by reinterpreting isospin indices of Φ as spin indices. This
argument is another way to justify why the Wigner D-functions in the modes (4.20) must be
chosen as fermionic, pretty much in the same way as it happens when describing fermions in
terms of the Skyme model [78] (see also [79]). All this put together signals that there must
be a way to construct a holographic dictionary between a purely bosonic theory in the bulk
and a fermionc theory at the boundary using the spin from isospin effect. It is important
to note that, even though we expect the Meron-scalar bound state to be a fermion, the
fact that the probe scalar field has no back reaction means we are considering its mass
to be very small compared to the mass of the Meron black hole. Thus, in this limit, the
properties of the fermionic bound state can be approximated by the dynamics of the scalar
field only, which is tantamount to studying the properties of the hydrogen atom in the
limit when the proton is fixed at the origin because it is much heavier than the electron.

also [81, 82]).10 In the AdS5 description, a free scalar field Φ can be written as
X
Φ=
Φn`m1 m2 an`m1 m2 + Φn`m∗1 m2 an`m† 1 m2 ,

(4.31)

n,`,m1 ,m2

1

2

(4.32)
where (t, Ω) are the spacetime coordinates of the 4-dimensional CFT, ∆ is the conformal
O
dimension of the operator O, Nn`m
is a normalization factor, and Ym` 1 m2 (Ω) are the
1 m2
spherical harmonics on S 3 . The crucial point is the following: as discussed in section
4.2, turning on the Meron field in the bulk shifts the eigenvalues of the total angular
momentum J by half-integer numbers as in (4.21) (provided the scalar field is in one of
the half-integer representations of SU(2) of isospin). Therefore, the spherical harmonics
Ym` 1 m2 in (4.32), which (for AdS5 ) are just the Wigner D-functions (4.20), will also see its
angular momentum quantum numbers (m1 , m2 ) shifted by ±1/2 (see eq. (4.21)), making
the putative scalar O in (4.32) now a fermionic operator!11
At leading order in the 1/N expansion, the CFT has an exact Fock space representation
given by the creation and annihilation operators an`m† 1 m2 and an`m1 m2 in (4.32). From the
point of view of AdS physics, these operators play a central role: they correspond to the
creation and annihilation of particle states in AdS5 with definite energy ωn,` = ∆ + 2n + `
and angular momentum quantum numbers (`, m1 , m2 ). Their CFT duals are primary
states (and their descendants). For instance, a one-particle state in AdS with mininum
energy ω0,0 = ∆ corresponds to a primary state in the CFT, while excited states in AdS
correspond to descendent states. Multi-particle states in AdS are dual to CFT multi-trace
operators, in particular, a two-particle state in AdS is dual to a double-trace operator.
Their conformal dimension is just the sum of the dimensions of the CFT primaries simply
because the energy of a system of free particles in AdS is the sum of the individual energies
of its constituents. However, when interactions among the particles are turned on, the total
energy of the multi-particle state will change. In particular, when a bound state of two
particles is formed, its total energy will be different to that of the sum of the individual
particles. In our case, we have a bound state of a scalar particle and the gravitating Meron
which, altogether, behaves as a fermion. Thus, we expect that this new system, originally
10

At leading order in the 1/N expansion in the CFT, this identification is exact. This is indeed all we
need since subleading corrections in 1/N correspond to stringy corrections to the effective gravitational
theory which we are not considering here.
11
As a consequence, there will be no “s-wave” since the eigenvalues of J would never vanish.
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where the modes Φn`m1 m2 satisfy the wave equation (4.19), n is their energy eigenvalue, ` is
the total angular momentum quantum number, while m1 , m2 are the “magnetic” angular
momentum quantum numbers that arise from the S 3 of AdS5 (e.g., in AdS4 , they would
simply be the usual “m” eigenvalue of Lz of three spatial dimensions). Because of our
hedgehog-type solution for the gauge field (2.26), the CFT at the boundary of AdS5 is
naturally defined on S 3 . Now, the boundary operator O, dual to Φ, inherits a similar
decomposition which, in Lorentzian radial quantization, has the form
h
i
X
1
n†
i(2∆+2n+`)t `
n
−i(2n+`)t ` ∗
O(t, Ω) =
e
Y
(Ω)a
+
e
Y
(Ω)a
m
m
m
m
`m
m
`m1 m2 ,
1 2
1 2
1 2
O
Nn`m
1 m2
n,`,m ,m

5

Conclusions and outlook

We have constructed an analytic black hole solution of the Einstein-Yang-Mills theory in
five dimensions in which the gauge field is of Meron-type: it is proportional to a pure
gauge, and it has a non-trivial topological charge. Our solution, referred to as “meronic
black hole”, has only one integration constant, namely, its mass. The thermodynamics of
the meronic black hole is similar to that of Reissner-Nördstrom. Here, however, the analog
of the electric charge is the Yang-Mills coupling, which is not a thermodynamical variable,
but a fundamental constant, and therefore its variation does not appear in the first law. In
the case of a negative cosmological constant, there is a first-order phase transition when the
cosmological scale is big compared to the one defined by the Yang-Mills coupling in eq. (3.3).
12

To compute, for instance, higher than 2-point correlation functions.
See, for instance, section 5 in [72].
14
The reason simply stems from the fact that free fermion fields satisfy first-order differential equations.
See section III in [91] for details.
13
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formed out of two bosons, describes a fermionic double trace operator in the CFT [83],
whose conformal dimension differs from that of the sum of CFT primaries.
If we would like to go beyond this and start considering a self-interacting scalar, 12
all correlation functions can be computed, in principle, from the action (4.3) by adding a
corresponding potential U (Φ), and using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary.13 Moreover, to
obtain real-time Green’s functions one needs to solve the equation of motion for free fields in
the gravitational theory with suitable boundary conditions at both, the AdS boundary, and
deep in its interior. When black holes are present, retarded Green’s functions in the CFT are
obtained by keeping the infalling modes only at the black hole horizon [84–89], while setting
the outgoing ones to zero. At the boundary of AdS the necessary boundary conditions are
those that deem the fields normalizable [46, 80]. For fermionic fields, however, there are
some subtleties which are not present for bosonic ones. More specifically, the boundary
behavior of the Dirac fields, together with the necessity of having a well-defined variational
principle [90] needs a more subtle treatment compared to that of scalars14 (see also [92, 93]).
Thus, we believe that being able to compute fermionic CFT correlators in this alternative
way, using only bosonic fields in the bulk, would be a useful addition to the AdS/CFT
dictionary. Recall, however, that it is the scalar-Meron composite that can acquire halfinteger spin quantum numbers, not the individual fields. Thus, we need to construct this
composite field and solve its wave equation near the AdS boundary in order to obtain the
corresponding source for the dual CFT fermionic operator. It is not immediately clear how
to derive such a wave equation since, even for the simplest spin from isospin effect (the one
with a scalar and a t’ Hooft-Polyakov monopole), there are many subtleties involved [5].
We believe, however, that this is a very interesting direction which we leave as future work.
It is important to note that in section 4.3 we were able to do so because the effect was
already visible at the level of the equation of motion for the scalar field because we were
dealing with a free (non self interacting) scalar field.
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We would like to point out that black holes with a similar spacetime metric, but with
an SO(4) Wu-Yang-like field, have been reported in [11, 16, 17]. Also, a black hole solution
with a logarithmic term in the blackening factor (referred to as f 2 here) and an SU(2) gauge
field has been studied in [12, 14]. Although such solution is similar to the one reported
here, one may show that it is different from ours, for its topological charge (2.27) vanishes.
A non-trivial effect of the present solution is that the total angular momentum of the
composite system of a spinless particle (with internal isospin quantum numbers) and the
Meron black hole, presents half-integer eigenvalues, thus, describing a fermion. Such a shift
is a peculiar fingerprint of the non-trivial topological character of the meronic black hole.
In fact, as the Meron singularity is hidden by the black hole horizon, this effect is only
possible due to gravity. Because of this reason we have referred to it as a gravitational spin
from isospin effect.
In the context of AdS/CFT it is convenient to consider the Klein Gordon equation
for a scalar isospin doublet in the Meron black hole background, and study its behavior
at spatial infinity. The leading term gives the standard relation between the mass of the
scalar and the conformal dimension of the dual CFT operator. At subleading order, a KleinGordon equation on the AdS boundary is obtained. This equation is the same that one
obtains by “squaring” the free Weyl equation for a massive two-spinor on the three-sphere.
No gauge field appears here whatsoever. Therefore, the minimal coupling of the scalar
isospin doublet to the Meron gauge field, plays the role of the connection of a free spinor
to the curvature of the 3-sphere near the AdS5 boundary. As a consequence it seems that,
even the title of a boson or a fermion to a given boundary operator must take into proper
account the topological nature of the bulk fields. Also, because the radial coordinate in AdS
corresponds to the scale of renormalization group in the CFT, the logarithmic dependence
in r that we obtained (see eq. (3.2)) seems to indicate that dual theory must also have a
logarithmic RG flow like the ones found in [52, 53].
Finally, since bound states in the bulk are dual to multi-trace operators in the boundary
CFT, we argued that the bound state of the Meron+Scalar system describes a fermionic
double trace operator in the CFT. An important test would be to check if the boundary
properties of the putative composite field match with those of a double-trace operator in
the 4-dimensional CFT. We are currently working on this and we hope to include it in a
upcoming article.

A

SU(2)

In the fundamental representation, the generators of the su(2) algebra are given by ta = σ2a ,
a = 1, 2, 3, where σa denotes the Pauli matrices
!
!
!
01
0 −i
1 0
σ1 =
, σ2 =
, σ3 =
.
(A.1)
10
i 0
0 −1
They satisfy the relations
1
Tr[ta tb ] = δab ,
2

1
i
ta tb = δab I + abc tc .
4
2

(A.2)

The elements of the group SU(2) can be parametrized in terms of the Euler variables
U (ψ, θ, ϕ) = e−iψt3 e−iθt2 e−iϕt3 ,

(A.3)

where 0 ≤ ψ < 4π , 0 ≤ θ < π , 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π.
The right and left invariant one-forms on SU(2) are given by
a
dU U −1 = −iωR
ta ,

U −1 dU = −iωLa ta .

(A.4)

1
dωLa = − abc ωLb ∧ ωLc .
2

(A.5)

and satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equations
1
a
b
c
dωR
= abc ωR
∧ ωR
,
2

Using (A.3), the components of the Maurer-Cartan forms (A.4) read
1
ωR
= −sinψdθ + cosψ sinθdϕ ,

ωL1 = sinϕdθ − sinθcosϕdψ ,

2
ωR
= cosψdθ + sinψ sinθdϕ ,

ωL2 = cosϕdθ + sinθsinϕdψ ,

3
ωR

ωL3

= dψ + cosθdϕ ,

(A.6)

= cosθdψ + dϕ .

The group SU(2) is diffeomorphic to S 3 , which means that the bi-invariant metric on SU(2)
corresponds to a metric on the three-sphere [94] . Therefore dΩ2S 3 can be written in the form
1
1
dΩ2S 3 = − Tr[dU U −1 ⊗ dU U −1 ] = − Tr[U −1 dU ⊗ U −1 dU ] .
2
2

(A.7)

Using (A.6), it takes the form


dΩ2S 3 = hmn dxm dxn ,

hmn


1 0 cos θ
1

=  0 1
 ,
4
cos θ 0 1

xm = {ψ, θ, φ} .

(A.8)

The left and right invariant vector fields on SU(2) are given by
cos ψ
∂ϕ ,
sin θ
sin ψ
ξ2R = − sin ψ cot θ∂ψ + cos ψ∂θ +
∂ϕ ,
sin θ
ξ3R = ∂ψ ,
ξ1R = − cos ψ cot θ∂ψ − sin ψ∂θ +

cos ϕ
∂ψ + sin ϕ∂θ ,
sin θ
sin ϕ
ξ2L = − sin ϕ cot θ∂ϕ +
∂ψ + cos ϕ∂θ ,
sin θ
ξ3L = ∂ϕ .
(A.9)
ξ1L = cos ϕ cot θ∂ϕ −
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[ta , tb ] = icab tc ,

They satisfy
[ξaR , ξbR ] = −cab ξcR ,

[ξaL , ξbL ] = cab ξcL ,

(A.10)

b ) = δ b = ξ L (ω b ). They can be used to define the
and are dual to (2.23), i.e., ξaR (ωR
a
a
L
Laplacian on the 3-sphere:
 2

1 2
1
∂
∂2
∂2
∂2
∂
~
~
~
~
∇S 3 = ξR · ξ R = ξ L · ξ L =
+
−
2
cos
θ
+
+ cot θ . (A.11)
2
2
2
2
4
∂ϕ
∂ψ∂ϕ
∂θ
∂θ
sin θ ∂ψ

R
L+
a = −iξa ,

L
L−
a = iξa ,

±
c
±
[L±
a , Lb ] = i ab Lc .

(A.12)

2
~± · L
~ ± , and L± have common eigenfunctions given by the
The operators (L± ) ≡ L
3
`
Wigner D-functions Dm
(ψ,
θ,
ϕ)
[67],
which
are equivalent to the hyperspherical harm
1 2
monics on S 3 [68],
`
Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) = e−im1 ψ d`m1 m2 (θ) e−im2 ϕ ,
(A.13)
1 m2

where

d`m1 m2 (θ) = |(` + m1 )!(` − m1 )!(` + m2 )!(` − m2 )!|1/2


X (−1)k cos θ 2`−2k+m1 −m2 sin θ 2k−m1 +m2
2
2
×
.
k!(` + m1 − k)!(` − m2 − k)!(m2 − m1 + k)!

(A.14)

k

In fact, they satisfy
L±

2

`
`
Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) = ` (` + 1) Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) ,
1 m2
1 m2

`
`
L+
3 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) = −m1 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) ,
`
`
L−
3 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) = m2 Dm1 m2 (ψ, θ, ϕ) .

B

(A.15)

SO(4)

The four dimensional analog of the usual three-dimensional angular momentum is a tensor
LM N , M, N = 1, 2, 3, 4, which satisfies:
[LM N , LRS ] = i (δM R LN S + δN S LM R − δM S LN R − δN R LM S ) ,

(B.1)

This corresponds to the so(4) algebra, which is isomorphic to su(2) ⊕ su(2). In fact, by
defining new generators
1
Mc = ab c Lab ,
2

Pa = L4a ,

a, b, c = 1, 2, 3,

(B.2)

the algebra (B.2) can be written as
[Ma , Mb ] = icab Mc ,
Then, the redefinition

[Ma , Pb ] = icab Pc ,
1
L±
a = (Ma ± Pa ) ,
2
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where we have adopted the notation ξ~ · ξ~ ≡ δ ab ξa ξb .
The definition (A.9) allows one to define two sets of angular momentum operators:

leads to two copies of the su(2) algebra
±
c
±
[L±
a , Lb ] = i ab Lc ,

−
[L+
a , Lb ] = 0 .

(B.5)

The square of the angular momentum operator in the different basis reads
~ ·M
~ + P~ · P~ = 2 L+
L2 = M

2

+ 2 L−

2

= 4 (L± )2 = −∇2S 3 ,

(B.6)

`
`
L2 D m
(ψ, θ, ϕ) = l(l + 2)Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) ,
1 m2
1 m2

l = 2` = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

(B.7)

which agrees with the fact that ∇2S d has eigenvalues l(1 − d − l) when acting on higherdimensional spherical harmonics [95]. At the same time, as the Wigner D-functions are
eingenfunctions of L±
3 , we obtain the relations
`
`
L34 Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) = (m1 − m2 ) Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) ,
1 m2
1 m2
`
`
L12 Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) = (m1 + m2 ) Dm
(ψ, θ, ϕ) .
1 m2
1 m2

C

(B.8)

Cartesian coordinates

Using Cartesian coordinates X M , M = 1, 2, 3, 4, the unit three-sphere can be easily described. The metric on S 3 has the simple form
dΩ2S 3 = δM N dX M dX N ,

δM N X M X N = 1 .

(C.1)

and its isometry group is generated by the angular momentum operator
LM N = −i (XM ∂N − XN ∂M ) ,

(C.2)

which satisfy the so(4) algebra (B.1). Following (B.4), one can use (C.2) to define two sets
of su(2) vector fields:

i c
b
4
L±
=
−

X
∂
±
X
∂
∓
X
∂
,
(C.3)
c
a
a
4
a
2 ab
from which one can read off the corresponding dual one-forms (A.4),


dU U −1 = −2i abc X b dX c + X 4 dX a − X a dX 4 ta ,


(C.4)
U −1 dU = −2i abc X b dX c − X 4 dX a + X a dX 4 ta .
The three-sphere embedded in the complex plane C2 can be parametrized by means of
Hopf coordinates (ζ1 , ζ2 , χ):
Z1 = eiζ1 sin χ ,

Z2 = eiζ2 cos χ .
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where L2 ≡ 12 LM N LM N and ∇2S 3 is the Laplacian of the three-spehere defined in (A.11).
We can identify the su(2) generators L±
a defined in (B.4) with the right and left angular
momentum operators defined in (A.12) in terms of right and left invariant vector fields.
This means that the Wigner D-functions (A.13) are also eigenfunctions of L2

They are related to the Euler variables introduced in (A.3) by ζ1 = (ϕ − ψ)/2, ζ2 =
(ϕ + ψ)/2, χ = θ/2, and allow one to define Cartesian coordinates for S 3 by defining
Z1 = iX1 + X2 , Z2 = iX3 + X4 , which lead to
θ
ϕ−ψ
sin
,
2
2
θ
ϕ+ψ
X3 = cos sin
,
2
2

θ
ϕ−ψ
cos
.
2
2
θ
ϕ+ψ
X4 = cos cos
.
2
2

X1 = sin

X2 = sin

(C.6)

D

Massive Weyl spinor on R × S 3

A Majorana 4-spinor Ψ in four-dimensional Minkowski space can be written in the usual
chiral representation as
!
ψ
Ψ=
,
(D.1)
−iσ2 ψ ∗
where ψ is a two-spinor satisfying a massive Weyl equation [75–77]
∂ t ψ − σ i ∂ i ψ + µ σ2 ψ ∗ = 0 ,

(D.2)

and µ denotes the mass of Ψ. Now we want to generalize this description to the case a
Majorana fermion field defined on the conformal boundary of AdS5 (4.22). Therefore, the
metric has the topology of R × S 3 and it can be written in the form
ds2R×S 3 = −dt2 + L2 hmn dxm dxn ,

(D.3)

where L2 hmn denotes the metric on a three-sphere of raduis L = −6/Λ (see eq. (A.8)). As
we are dealing with curved spatial section, eq. (D.2) must be generalized to
∂ t ψ − σ m Dm ψ + µ σ 2 ψ ∗ = 0 .

(D.4)

Here the matrices σ m are not constant, but given by
a
σ m = em
a σ ,

(D.5)

3
where σ a are the Pauli matrices (A.1), and em
a denote the inverse of the dreibeins on S ,
which can be defined in terms of the right invariant Maurer-Cartan forms on SU(2) (A.4) as

ea =

L a
ω ,
2 R

δab eam ebn = L2 hmn .

(D.6)

The covariant derivative on the sphere Dm acts on a spinor in the form
Dm ψ = (∂m + Γm ) ψ ,

Γm =
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8
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It is straightforward to check that , using (C.6), the metric (C.1) is brought to (A.8), while
the su(2) operators (C.3) reduce to (A.12) in terms of (A.9), and the components of the
Maurer-Cartan forms (C.4) reduce to (A.6).

where ∇m is the covariant derivative with respect to the affine connection on S 3 .
In terms of (D.1), eq. (D.4) can be naturally rewritten as a Dirac equation in chiral
representation
!
!
−µ
i (∂t + σ m Dm )
ψ
= 0.
(D.8)
i (∂t − σ m Dm )
−µ
−iσ 2 ψ ∗
Then, the Klein-Gordon equation is obtained by applying the operator
!
µ
i (∂t + σ n Dn )
i (∂t − σ n Dn )
µ

(D.9)

where RS 3 = 6/L2 is the Ricci scalar of the three-sphere in (D.3).
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